
One Product,
Three Solutions

Remote access managementPrivileged account management

Privileged session management

Password release control workflows

First-in-class remote access

Session recording and shadowing

Granular access controls with request-release 

workflows for password retrieval.

Launch secure RDP, SSH, and SQL database 

sessions directly from Password Manager 

Pro.

Record and archive privileged sessions for 

auditing needs. Shadow sessions in real time 

to monitor user activity.

Centralized vault

Automated password resets

Auditing and compliance reporting

Discover and store all your passwords and 

SSH keys into one secure repository.

Automated resets for administrator and root 

account passwords, hard-coded passwords, 

service account passwords, and SSH keys.

Comprehensive audit trails of all user 

operations. Out-of-the-box compliance reports 

for PCI DSS, ISO/IEC 27001, and NERC-CIP.

www.passwordmanagerpro.com
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Over 180,000+ companies 
around the world trust

Real-time alerts and notifications

Automatic login to websites and 
applications

Ticketing system integration

Configure instant notifications to desired 

recipients on the occurrence of specific 

password events.

Launch automatic connections to websites 

using browser extensions (Chrome, Firefox 

and Internet Explorer)

Integrate Password Manager Pro with help 

desks and sanction service requests related 

to privileged access with valid ticket IDs.

Policy enforcement

AD/LDAP integration

Certificates, documents, and web 
accounts 

Password policies to enforce strong 

passwords, periodic rotation, and granular 

access controls.

Integrate with corporate identity stores such 

as AD, LDAP and RADIUS services for user 

provisioning and authentication.

Safely store SSH keys, digital certificates, 

license files, and documents.

SSH

High availability

Get uninterrupted access to critical 

passwords through redundancy and 

automatic failover with SQL server clustering.

Mobile access

Access passwords while on the go using 

native apps for iOS, Android and Windows.

SIEM integration

Provide privileged access data to event 

management tools for a holistic insight on 

internal or external threats.

Two-factor authentication 

Enforce two successive stages of 

authentication for users before password 

retrieval.

SIEM


